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TECHNICAL REPORT

Abstract—This paper presents a new many-core processor design to parallelize by hardware. The parallel run is built from a deterministic parallelization of the sequential trace, hence inheriting its order. The code pieces are distributed according to the sequential order in a way which favors neighbor cores communications. The ordered placement simplifies the processor interconnect and the memory sharing. The paper presents a VHDL implementation of a 64-core version of the processor. The synthesized prototype proves that the automatic parallelization technique works and the speed and size of the synthesis show that the design is scalable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Actual computers are the resultant of the never ending pursuit for higher computing performance. Fifteen years ago, the constructors started to introduce multiple cores in a chip (the first not-embedded microprocessor with two cores on a single die was the IBM POWER4) [12].

We can classify current CPUs in two main categories: multi-cores embed less than 50 cores and many-cores integrate more than 50 cores. Their power no more comes from an acceleration of the execution of each instruction, but from the parallelism provided by the set of cores on-chip. Actual many-cores have a limited scalability because of the complexity of the interconnection network and the shared memory management. The Intel XeonPhi2 [11] introduced in 2015 has 72 cores when its predecessor Knights Corner had 61. The first Kalray MPPA Andey had 256 cores in 2012 and its successor Bostan [4] offers no increase in 2016.

Programming a many-core is not easy with actual compilers, APIs and libraries. Too often, a code must be updated, if not redesigned when the topology of the processor changes. This is the case for example for codes written for the first Xeon Phi, where the communication between cores relies on a ring. Optimizations based on this may be irrelevant or even disastrous when applied to the Xeon Phi2 grid of cores.

Moreover, all the parallel systems (MPI, OpenMP, pthreads, Cilk) are based on the OS-thread abstraction. Threads are mostly out of the control of the programmer. They are distributed on cores according to load-balancing. Hence, communicating threads may be distant. Even worse, they are created and managed with no order relationship. This leads to non determinism - the main reason of parallel programming complexity. To quote Lee [9]: threads "make programs absurdly nondeterministic and rely on programming style to constrain that nondeterminism to achieve deterministic aims".

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present a novel organization for the many-core architectural paradigm. The described design simplifies the parallelization process which is fully handled in hardware. The code and data are automatically placed on the available cores according to their order derived from the sequential run. The required communications are automatically detected based on producer to consumer dependencies in machine instructions. Section 3 describes the parallelizing processor micro-architecture. In section 4 we report experimental results obtained from a VHDL prototype synthesized with the Xilinx tool. Section 5 mentions some related works and gives some perspectives.

The paper does not deal with the required programming style which assumes that the program is organized around functions to provide the source of parallelism. Nor does it explain how the memory is managed. The proposed hardware includes a hierarchical memory avoiding coherency control but it is out of the scope of the paper.

II. AUTOMATIC PARALLELIZATION

A sequential run can exploit Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) through out-of-order computation. However, Wall [16] measured a rather limited potential of 5 Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) on a processor with infinite size branch predictor and a 256 renaming register set. In [10], we analyzed execution traces showing that dependencies have two origins: algorithmic and architectural. Some producer/consumer dependencies come from the algorithm on which the trace is based. But the biggest part of the dependencies is introduced by the compiler through the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) employed: register false dependencies, stack pointer management true dependencies, stack locations false dependencies ...

Goossens and Parello [5] showed that when the architectural dependencies are removed the ILP is no more bounded. It increases with the data size. However, independent instructions can be separated by a long sub-trace, e.g. billions
of instructions. A major challenge is to be able to exploit such distant parallelism. Based on this work, the Dali team designed a parallelizing many-core processor [7]. The research results we report here is the implementation of a 64-core prototype in VHDL based on their design, excluding the memory hierarchy.

The processor proposed by the Dali team is a fully operational solution to automatic parallelization. The hardware is able to run any machine code issued from a standard gcc-like compiler. The programmer writes a non threaded C program which is translated into any target ISA. The code can be run sequentially on a single core processor or parallelized on a many-core chip. In order to maximize speed-up, the program should be designed to keep the computing resources filled.

The parallelizing many-core proposed by the Dali team relies on a changed semantic of the machine call instruction. The return address is sent to the next core instead of being saved. The code after return is fetched, decoded and out-of-order run in parallel with the called function. Each flow is called a section. Dividing the run at each call is a way to jump quickly to very distant parts of the trace and makes it possible to catch distant ILP. It also allows to compute multiple independent paths in parallel which is faster than predicting a single sequential path even if the branch predictor is perfect.

As new parallel sections are dynamically created at each function call, the sequential trace of the run can be deployed in parallel. The major advantage is that the parallel execution can be kept deterministic.

The partially ordered parallel run has two particularities:

- any consumer can be related to its producer (any reader depends on the first preceding writer)
- a consumer can be kept close to its producer by controlling the mapping of the sections on the cores (the partial order serves to place communicators on neighbor cores)

The processor parallelizes by locally running a called function and remotely running its continuation on the next core. The function inherits its caller context as both are run on the same core. The continuation gets the calling environment values it needs through register communication. Such values are called continuation values.

The transmission uses a direct connection between the calling core, say $c$, and its neighbor $c+1$ hosting the continuation. The continuation is fetched and run in parallel with the called function. If the called function returns a result used in the continuation, this result is sent from core $c$ to core $c+1$. The dependent part of the continuation is run once the result is received (i.e. out-of-order).

When the parallelization keeps track of the original sequential order, every communication involves two ordered sections: the producing one sends to the consuming one. When the communication concerns a continuation value the consumer is the core next to the producer. When the communication concerns a result, the consumer core $c+1$ is the core next to the caller. But the caller may embed other calls which create other sections. The last created one is the producer. It is placed in core $c+k$ with $k>0$. Hence, core $c+k$ sends the result to core $c+1$. For this purpose, the cores are linked with a unidirectional ring. The unidirectional pattern of all communications is a direct consequence of the ordered deployment of the parallelization.

As a result, the many-core design does not require a NoC interconnect. Such interconnects are widely used in many-core designs (e.g. Intel KNL [11] and Kalray Bostan [4]) but they are not scalable further than 256 cores. Even for such size, it is wiser to cluster the cores to prohibit or limit communications outside a cluster. The problem does not come from the interconnect itself but from the need to communicate from any core to any core. The scalability is ensured only if the communications are localized between close cores.

III. THE PROCESSOR MICRO-ARCHITECTURE

The processor is composed of non-speculative OOO (out-of-order) cores. Each core hosts a set of sections (another name for Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT) threads [15]). There are 4 sections per core. Sections are the main way to hide latencies involved by communications and memory accesses.

Each core has a 3-stage pipeline (see Fig. 1): Fetch, Decode-Rename (DR) and Issue-Execute-Writeback (IEW).

![A parallelizing core micro-architecture](image-url)
Each section has its own Program Counter (PC) and a private Translation Table (TT) for renaming.

The fetch stage chooses a ready PC among the section ones. The instruction read in the instruction cache (iL1) is saved in the single place Instruction Buffer (IB) of the same section. The fetching section is suspended until the next PC is known.

The DR stage chooses a ready instruction in one of the IB, which is decoded and renamed through its section TT. The renamed instruction is saved in the section Instruction Table (IT). If the next PC is known (the decoded instruction is not a control instruction or it is an immediate direct branch), the section fetch is resumed.

The IEW stage chooses a ready instruction form IT which is executed (only one instruction issued per cycle).

A branch instruction suspends its section fetch until the target is known. The latency is variable for a conditional branch as the condition may depend on a register received from another section. An instruction cache miss also suspends its section fetch. During these suspension cycles, the three other sections are crucial to keep fetching and filling the instruction tables.

The DR stage monitors machine instructions involved in the parallelization process. They are standard machine instructions (quite no ISA extension is required) with a new semantic. The function call machine instruction (BL/BLX for the ARM ISA) forks the fetch. The function data saving instruction (PUSH) sends a register. The function data restoring instruction (POP) receives a register. The function return instruction (BX LR) stops a section.

The forking protocol (see Fig. 2) reserves a free section on the next core with a special fork instruction (Fig. 2 second column; this is the only ISA modification).

The fork instruction allocates a free section slot on the next core. If no section is free on the next core when a fork instruction is decoded the section switches to sequential mode.

After a fork registers can be pushed (i.e. sent) to the allocated section (push instruction after fork on Fig. 2 second column). The sender part of the communication is prepared and waits until the receiver is ready, i.e. the created section is started.

The new section starts when the call is decoded (bl instruction after push). The return PC is sent to the allocated section slot in the next core. At the next cycle, both the creator and the created sections fetch in parallel. Hence there is no delay to start a section. This is to be compared to the duration of a thread creation: in pthread more than 700 machine instructions are run in the pthread_create function.

The created section may pop registers (pop instruction after bl). The PUSH/POP pairs create hardware rendez-vous implying communications between two adjacent cores.

Column 3 in Fig. 2 shows which instructions are run by the calling core N. Column 4 shows which instructions are run by the continuing core N+1. Any instruction in core N+1 depending on register rx is kept waiting by the out-of-order machinery relying on standard register renaming (e.g. instruction mov after pop).
A function may return a result. Column 2 in Fig. 3 shows how it is achieved (in conformance to the ARM protocol): the result is stored in the \( r0 \) register, and its value is sent before returning (instruction `push r0`). The continuation pops the result with a `pop r0` instruction placed just after the `bl` one. This implies a communication between possibly non adjacent cores, using a unidirectional ring. The sender knows the receiver (traced in a special `Successor` register updated every time a section forks a new section) and sends the pushed value on the ring. The value moves to the receiver (e.g. one cycle between two adjacent cores) and waits there until the `pop` instruction can be issued.

Keeping the original instructions like `PUSH/POP` with a new semantic allows to run the code in sequential mode. This mode is turned on when a fork fails. The return address is locally saved rather than sent (in the ARM architecture the return address is saved in register `lr`).

The function is called and upon return its return address is restored. The continuation code is sequentially run after the called function. However, if section slots become available in the next core, the continuation code switches back to parallel mode and forks on calls.

In sequential mode the `PUSH/POP` instructions address a local stack located in the data memory hierarchy. Hence, a continuation is parallelized only when a free section slot is available in the next core. Otherwise, the continuation is serialized.

With a careful design of the program it is easy to write a code which fills all the available section slots in the processor and keep them running sequentially. Each core fetches, decodes and runs one instruction from one of the four available sections per cycle. This execution pattern maximizes the IPC throughput.

Fig. 4 depicts the general organization of the many-core processor on a 64-core chip example. The small rectangles are the cores. Each core is linked to its two neighbors (most external segments). It is also connected to the unidirectional ring (middle oriented segments). A subset of 8 cores share a L2 unified cache (most internal segments). The 64 cores share a L3 Last Level Cache (LLC) which is also connected to the external memory. The size of the caches is kept small because:

- it helps to maximize the number of cores on the die
- temporal and spatial locality is less effective when the run is distributed
- spare sections help to hide cache misses

The L1 size is 1.5KB (1KB for data and 0.5KB for instructions). The L2 size is 8KB. The L3 size is 64KB. Hence, a 64-core chip contains 224KB of cache memory.

Fig. 5 shows a 64-core building block and Fig. 6 a 4096-core chip.

The building block opens the ring between two adjacent cores. The L3 cache is no more a LLC but an intermediate level. Two building blocks can be directly connected with their set of three links (inter-core, ring and L2 bus).

The 4096-core chip on Fig. 6 is made of 64 interconnected building blocks. A subset of 8 building blocks share a L4 cache (512KB) and the 4096 cores share a L5 LLC (4MB) connected to the external memory. The 4096-core chip contains 22.5MB of cache memory (to be compared to the 41MB of the Intel XeonPhi2 KNL).

The building pattern is easily expendable. The scalability is ensured because communications are kept local between neighbor cores. Populating core sections is fast: a new section is allocated in a single cycle (however, it takes at least 16384 cycles to fill the 16384 sections of a 4096-core processor).

The programming model presented in [6] favors local communications. Thus, complex interconnection is no more necessary because distant communications are eliminated.
IV. A VHDL Prototype Evaluation

The processor has been implemented in VHDL and a prototype has been synthesized with Xilinx tools. It features the register renaming technique used to run out-of-order. The purpose of the implementation is to show that the proposed parallelizing processor works and that it is scalable.

The prototype is based on the ARM v7 ISA [5]. Its actual state allows to create new sections, i.e. parallelize a run. Sections may communicate through PUSH/POP instructions sending and receiving register values (either through a direct link between adjacent cores or via the unidirectional ring to propagate a result).

Fig. 7 shows the implemented 64-core processor. As already mentioned, the memory hierarchy has not yet been implemented, nor the switch to the sequential mode. The big rectangles represent the cores, and are directly linked to their neighbors (lines in-between the cores). The others lines (marked with the arrows) represent the ring. The small rectangles inside the cores symbolize asynchronous ROM modules with read-only behavior used as instruction memory. Their content is initialized from an external file (pure binary data). The contents of the files are based on the ARM instruction encoding generated by the cross-compiler with some hand-made modifications: insertion of fork instructions, removal of unnecessary instructions (e.g. pushing the return address of the main function onto the stack, alignment directives, ..), labels translations to instruction-relative addresses.

Fig. 8 illustrates the material implementation of the forking protocol presented on Fig. 2. When the fork instruction is decoded on core N (Fig. 8 assumes the fork occurs in section number 0), the core emits the forkDecoded signal to the next core to book a new section. If a free section slot is available on core N+1 (which happens to be section 1, chosen in the FreePCSelection table), the section 0 successor (succ0 in the core N Successor table) is copied to the newly booked section on core N+1 (forkingSuccessor signal).

If no continuation values are sent, the next decoded instruction is a function call (BL) (the other case is described in the next paragraph). Core N sends PC+4 to the next core (prevCorePCFork signal). The created section is marked as ready and can henceforth be chosen to fetch in the next cycle. The creating section sets its own PC to the address of the called function to continue along the sequential path.

Fig. 9 depicts the communications between cores when a continuation value is transmitted (cf Fig. 2). The instruction initiating the transfer (push rx) is decoded after the new section has been booked on core N+1. It is stored in the Instruction Table (IT) and waits until the rx register value is computed and the popSectNum signal is received. This signal is sent when a matching pop instruction is decoded on core N+1. When both conditions are satisfied, the push renamed instruction can be issued from IT. It transmits the local renaming of the rx register to the pop instruction (pushSrcRen), and marks pop as ready.
When issued (from the next cycle onwards), \textit{pop} reads the register value in the core N Register File (RF) through a dedicated port (\textit{popSrcValue}).

Unlike continuation value transmission, the communication in the case of a result transmission may concern non adjacent cores. This is one of the reasons why we implemented a different synchronization protocol for \textit{push} and \textit{pop} instructions in this case. Another reason is that the \textit{push}/\textit{pop} pair might be decoded out-of-order. The \textit{pop r0} instruction can be read before the matching \textit{push r0} instruction (this order is not possible for the continuation value transmission \textit{push}/\textit{pop} pair).

A result is transmitted through a direct connection if the destination is the next core, which is the most common situation. If the destination core is a distant one, the result is propagated through the ring.

The renamed \textit{push r0} instruction stored in IT is ready to issue when the transmitted value is computed and when the segment of the ring connecting core N to core N-1 is free. When those conditions are fulfilled, the instruction executes. The value moves one core backward at each cycle until it reaches its destination where it is written into a special register associated to the emitting section.

Fig. 10 shows the result transmission when the destination is a neighbor core (cf Fig. 3). This is checked when the \textit{push r0} instruction is issued by reading the \textit{Successor} table. The register value (\textit{pushValue}) is sent directly to core N+1 Result Buffer (RB). When the matching \textit{pop r0} instruction is issued on core N+1, it reads its source value in RB instead of RF.

Table 1 gives the synthesis results on two devices with the following parameters: 4 sections (i.e. 4 PC, 4 IB, 4 TT), 32 micro-architectural general purpose registers (RF) and 8 micro-architectural registers dedicated to the ARM state register renaming (PSR).

The frequency remains stable whatever the number of cores which means that the single core hardware complexity is independent of the number of cores in the processor.

The size of a core (without the caches) is about 8000 LUTs.

The synthesis of the many-core performed with the Xilinx ISE 14.7 tool confirms the scalability of the architecture.

We have run a few tool programs composed of a few instructions to check that the following parts of the many-core work:

- the renaming unit
- the forking unit
- the continuation value transmission
- the result transmission (between adjacent and non adjacent cores)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. SYNTHESIS RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. RELATED WORKS AND PERSPECTIVES

The parallelizing processor efficiency mainly depends on the ILP. Instruction Level Parallelism has been thoroughly studied, mainly in the 90's. In 1967, Tomasulo [14] proposed a method to reorder the execution of floating point instructions. He invented the register renaming mechanism. However in the same time Tjaden and Flynn [13] measured on sample programs that their average ILP was 1.86. At this time, we had a way to exploit ILP but as processors only had a scalar data path, renaming was mainly used to hide long operations latencies.

We had to wait for more than 20 years to see a renewed interest in ILP with the introduction of superscalar processors. In 1991, David Wall [16] tried to find ways to increase ILP. He measured that on a set of benchmarks the ILP could be increased up to 5 through register renaming, i.e. false register dependency elimination. He also measured that when the renaming register set was unlimited, the ILP could increase much more, reaching 25 on the average (with an issue width limited to 64 instructions per cycle). By this time, we knew that ILP can be high but difficult to catch.

In 1992, Austin and Sohi [1] analyzed the ILP distribution in the trace of the instructions run. They showed that ILP can be found at any distance from the fetch point. They also revealed that the stack accesses create a serialization all along the run. Simultaneously, Lam and Wilson [8] studied the impact of control instructions on ILP. They suggested that to catch distant ILP, multiple parallel fetches would be efficient.

At the end of the 90's it was commonly admitted that adding resources to increase ILP capture was not enough rewarded on a single core processor. This is known as the ILP wall. For the second time ILP was abandoned as a source of performance.

The multiplication of cores on a chip, starting with the IBM Power4 in 2001 [12], may resurrect ILP as the parallelizing processor proposed in this paper shows. A many-core processor has the capacity to follow multiple paths in parallel as suggested by Lam and Wilson. It also has thousands of registers, increasing the renaming capability as studied by Wall. Eventually, the stack can be considered useless to save and restore registers and return addresses as they can be transmitted instead. The serializing factor shown by Austin and Sohi can be eliminated.

However, the researchers have mainly concentrated their efforts on the development and capture of Thread Level Parallelism (TLP). When threads are independent, TLP can be as high as the number of threads. However, TLP has the following problems:

- non determinism which creates synchronization and communication difficulties, the main one being to keep shared memory coherent
- large management overhead (thread creation, synchronization, termination, mutual exclusion) forbidding fine grain parallelism
- uncontrolled placement implying the necessity to communicate between distant cores

In 2013, Goossens [5] separated algorithmic dependencies from architectural ones. The former are producer to consumer dependencies between program variables and control dependencies. The latter include false register dependencies and stack management and reuse dependencies. When removing the architectural dependencies, it has been measured that the ILP is no more bounded. It increases with the data size.

In other words, in this assumption the ILP wall no more exists.

Many-core processors may capture distant ILP. Instead of statically dividing a program into threads to expose its parallelism, the programmer can let the hardware do the job. The processor can better place the parallel pieces of code from the sequential order: communicating parts are settled in adjacent cores. The sequential order simplifies the hardware needs, removing the necessity of both a NoC [3] and a directory-based memory coherency system [2].

To complete the evaluation of the parallelizing processor, a trace driven cycle-accurate simulator is developed which is not described in this paper. This simulator is useful to test the parts of the many-core not included in the prototype, i.e. the memory hierarchy and the sequential execution mode. It also quantifies the parallelization efficiency (IPC measures) when benchmarks are adapted to fill the sections and to avoid distant communications.

The simulator has already been tested on a few kernel benchmark examples. It is from such simulations that the number of sections per core has been fixed to 4. This is enough to hide latencies.

The simulator allows to vary the number of cores and sections. Simulations have shown that the implemented mechanism of automatic parallelization never reaches a deadlock. The kernel benchmarks have been tested on a single core and single section machine (sequential run) as well as on a 4096-core and 4 section processor (parallelized run).

The simulator simulates unmodified ARM code generated by the gnu gcc cross compiler (gcc-arm-linux-gnueabi). To increase the parallelization speed-up, the callee-save protocol generated by gcc can be replaced by a caller-save one (the caller pushes, i.e. sends the saved registers which the continuation pops, i.e. receives).

The simulator has not yet been tested on real benchmarks because it is necessary to rewrite them to eliminate a lot of sequentializing features (from the algorithm or from the data structures), like one has to rewrite an application to thread it. Hence we have no measure on the performance of the processor yet.

The actual VHDL prototype should be soon completed by the implementation of the switch from parallel to sequential mode. It assumes we add a data memory to hold the stacks. Our results should also be complemented with measures of the energy consumption.
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